
 

 

Introduction of ‘commercial mediation’ will offer Sri Lanka’s business community an optional 

dispute resolution mechanism in addition to litigation and arbitration, both of which are riddled 

with delay and expense.  

Mediation, if practiced in strict compliance with its intrinsic principles, offers a      process that 

will hopefully be devoid of those evils, said Ceylon Chamber of        Commerce (CCC) CEO 

Dhara Wijayatilake.  

She made this observation at a preliminary briefing convened by the CCC last week to discuss 

the steps that are required to be taken to provide mediation services for     commercial dispute 

resolution in terms of the Commercial Mediation Centre of Sri Lanka Act No. 44 of 2000 as 

amended by Act No. 37 of 2005.  

The briefing was attended by the members appointed to the board of management of the centre 

by the justice minister on the nomination of the CCC, National Chamber of Commerce (NCC), 

Federation of Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FCCISL) and Ceylon National Chamber 

of Industries (CNCI) and other representatives from private sector companies.   

A representative of The Asia Foundation (TAF), which has provided assistance for the      

Community Mediation programme of the Justice Ministry from its inception in 1990, was also 

present at the briefing and provided technical support. 

 Wijayatilake observed that if Sri Lanka is serious about inspiring investor confidence, there is 

a need to look at alternative dispute resolution methods that are more efficient and effective 

than the adversarial process available through litigation. The business community looks for 

processes that have the potential to deliver on both of those   features, i.e. effectiveness and 

efficiency.  TAF Resident Representative Dinesha Wickremanayke spoke of the importance of 

training for mediators and highlighted the assistance given to the Justice Ministry to train   

mediators for community mediation as well as for the special land mediations conducted in the 

North.  Speaking on the     current status of community mediation in Sri Lanka, TAF Senior 

Technical Advisor Ramani Jayasundere explained that the mediation boards function in every 

Divisional Secretary’s division in the island to resolve community disputes.  

She presented statistics that pointed to a greater use of the community mediation boards for the 

resolution of ‘money matters’ after the increase of the monetary    threshold, which required 

that disputes up to Rs.500,000 in value, must mandatorily be referred to these boards before 

action could be filed in a court of law.   

The board of management of the centre also includes a nominee of the justice minister and a 

nominee of the industry and commerce minister.   

The members also discussed the several steps that the board would need to pursue to offer   

mediation services to the private sector and noted that training of mediators would be an essen-

tial step and that the four chambers would have to ensure collectively that mediation services 

are sustained, if successful. 
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The country’s industrial production has picked up in the third quarter according to the Department of 

Census and Statistics. 

It said as per the Index of Industrial Production (IIP), the output of the manufacturing sector rose by 3% in 

the third quarter ended September 2016, in comparison to average production in 2015. The third quarter 

performance compares better than 1.1% growth achieved in the second quarter over 2015 but lower as 

against 4.8% increase reported in the first quarter of this year. 

According to the IIP values released for the third quarter 2016, the volume of industrial production has  

increased by 3.8% in the month of July 2016 compared to the month of July 2015 . The production of the 

manufacturing sector for the third quarter of 2016 has increased by 3.0% compared to average production 

in 2015.The furniture industry (20.9%) and basic pharmaceutical products showed remarkable increases 

20.3% in July 2016. The volume of food products which dipped by 1% in July has increased by 3% and 

0.5% in August and September 2016 respectively. Coke and refined petroleum products showed an        

increase in July but in   August and September dipped by 4.1%, and 3.3% respectively. The increase      

corresponding to food products and beverages for the third quarter was 1.5% and 4.4%. Electrical      

equipment industry showed 9%, 0.5%, 16.1% decrease in production during the months of July, August 

and September respectively and this industry showed a quarterly decrease of 7.2%   compared to the     

average production of this industry in 2015.  

The department compiles the IIP which it said is an important indicator of economic performance. Its main 

purpose is to provide a measure of the short term changes in the volume of industrial production over a 

given period of time. It can be used to identify the turning points in economic  development at an early 

stage. Monthly IIP will be released quarterly, with a time lag of 63 days. The base year for the IIP complied 

by DCS is 2015. IIP value difference base years cannot be compared.  

The weights for compiling the IIP were estimated using the annual survey of industries. The weights were  

derived based on the value added to the product of manufacturing sector. The manufacturing sector of 

food products reported to be the major contributor to the total industrial value added (35.2%) of the coun-

try, followed by apparels (19.8%) and non-metallic mineral products (7.8%). 

Daily FT Monday, 5 December 2016  
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As in all things, the future promises several new ways and new understanding in the practice of leadership 
and leadership development. These are critical role-changing paradigms which will play an important part 
in leadership development. 
 
Several trends will assume major roles in the days to come, changing perspectives and changing premises 
of old assumptions and general thinking. 
 

Leadership competencies 
 

 

First, leadership competencies (requirements) will still matter. However, they will change as the competitive 
environment changes. 
A study indicates five critical forces will shape leadership in the future: 
 

1. Global competition Information technology 
2. The need for rapid and flexible groups 
3. Teams and collaboration 
4. Differing employee needs 
5. Globalization 

 

Future leaders will have to be familiar and fluid in doing business on a global basis. Globalization, in     
effect, will require leaders to deal with more and more complex groups outside the realm of their organiza-
tions. 
 

There will be more components involving international markets, global economic trends, and outside      
regions like the Asia Pacific rim, the Southern Hemisphere, etc. There will be an extensive use of the      
internet in the marketing of products and services. 
 

Technology 
 

The revolution in technology has drastically altered organizational life. It has changed the ways information 
and knowledge are obtained and spread. 
 

One of the most important changes is in the way people communicate. This had produced some deep     
implications in terms of effective leadership. In the future, technology will have a vast participation in    
leadership development. 
 

Leaders will have to be more knowledgeable with technology and its uses. As a matter of fact, technological 
savvy is slated to become an integral factor in leadership. 
 

Character and integrity 
 

The 90s had produced some of the most blatant corporate arrogance among executives of certain huge    
corporations. (Think Enron and WorldCom.) This had triggered and accelerated sentiments among govern-
ing board members of companies that character and values shall be made more prominent in the leader-
ship business. 
 

There is a trend among the new crop of CEOs to be self-effacing and modest. (This is in direct contrast to 
the self-promoting styles of well-known business leaders before them who did not have enduring positive       
impacts on their companies after they exited.) 
 

Return on investment 
 

The strongest pressure of leadership practitioners in the future would be to demonstrate ROI (return on    
investment). Leadership development may be strategically important, but it is altogether expensive. 
 

Today’s leading-edge companies (Pepsi, IBM J&J) have been quantifying the benefits of spending time and 
resources on leadership development for years. 
 

In the future, it is likely that leadership development investments will be a priority of organizations         
committed to this end. However, plans are afoot to maximize ROI for leadership development efforts by way 
of   effective planning, implementation and evaluation. 
 

New thinking 
 

Sometime from now, the thinking would be that leadership and leadership development are going to be    
inherently collaborative, social and relational processes. It shall be understood as a collective capacity of 
all members of the organization. 
 

This kind of leadership development is more difficult to design and implement. This is because it is in    
direct contrast to the popular notion of the past decades where the focus is to train individual leaders. 
 
 
 

http://www.businesstrainingmedia.com/future-of-leadership-article.php 
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Global Enabling Trade Report 2016, published by the World Economic Forum and the Global Alliance 
for Trade Facilitation has ranked Sri Lanka 103rd out of 136 counties. 
 
The Enabling Trade Index (ETI) assesses the extent to which economies have in place the factors     
facilitating the free flow of goods over borders and to their destination. These factors are organized in 
seven categories: Domestic market access; Foreign market access; Border administration; Transport 
infrastructure; Transport services; ICT infrastructure; and Operating environment. 
 
On a scale of 1-7 (7 being the best) Sri Lanka's overall ETI score was 3.9. The most problematic      
factors for importing were tariffs and non-tariff barriers, burdensome import procedures and corrup-

tion at the border. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Most problematic factors for exporting were identifying potential markets and buyers, Access to      
imported  inputs at competitive prices and Tariff barriers abroad. 
 
All South Asian economies have improved their ETI score over the past two years. India climbs four 
places to 102nd; so is Nepal (108th). Bhutan jumps 12 places to 92nd. Meanwhile, Sri Lanka (103rd), 
Pakistan (122nd) and Bangladesh (123rd) all slip down the ranking. 
 
South Asia remains the most closed region in the world: on average, it imposes a tariff of 16.7% on 
imported products (increased from 15.8% in 2014), according to the ETI report. 
 
 

http://www.colombopage.com 
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 Member’s NEWS... 
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Kelani Cables PLC Sri Lanka’s number one brand in secure electrical and communication cables 
bagged Silver at the 15th SLIM-Brand Excellence 2016 Awards ceremony held at BMICH. 

The award was conferred to recognize the company in the B2B brand of the year category. 

SLIM-Brand Excellence is conducted annually by the Sri Lanka Institute of Marketing (SLIM) to      
recognize  

champion in the sri Lankan market place. 

Mahinda Saranapala, Director/CEO, Kelani Cables PLC said Kelani Cables being Sri Lanka’s number 
one brand in secure electrical and communication cables contributes immensely towards the success 
and development of leading business entities and government organizations in the country as well as 
diverse projects carried out throughout the country.  

“Being a diversified company Kelani Cables PLC  facilitates needs of a diverse clientele. I treat this     
SLIM-Brand Excellence Silver award won by the company for the second consecutive year as an       
endorsement by SLIM towards Kelani Cables brand as a superior one. It is recognition for our  dedica-
tion towards the success of local businesses and customer satisfaction. I salute Kelani Cables PLC 
workforce at this special moment for their dedication towards the company’s socially responsible     
endeavour”, he said. 

Anil Munasinghe, General Manager – Marketing, Kelani  Cables PLC, said, “Kelani Cables PLC is very   
concerned about the standards of its products. Many local companies dedicated to provide customer      
satisfaction rely on the products of Kelani Cables PLC. Superior quality of our main product, Kelani 
cables wire and other products in theproduct portfolio have made companies successful and houses, 
industries and buildings secure. With this Silver award SLIM has recognized Kelani Cables PLC as a 
socially responsible entity.” 

Channa Jayasinghe, Brand Development Manager, Kelani Cables said Kelani Cables is the most     
preferred brand in secure electrical and communication cables among the construction and projects 
spheres in the country and SLIM-Brand Excellence 2016 Silver award endorsed that fact. 

“This recognition came our way at the SLIM Brand Excellence 2016 for our dedication towards provid-
ing the best products to customers. Our products have superior standards and they are diversified to 
satisfy varied customer needs. Our product development strategies add value to the total process. 
SLIM-Brand Excellence 2016 Silver award encourage and motivate us to strive harder to add more  
value to our service to the   nation”, he said.   

 
Www.lankabusinessnews.com 

 

Kelani Cables PLC clinches Silver at the SLIM-Brand Excellence 2016 
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Today’s workforce consists of four distinct generations. Each brings its own set of behaviors,       

demands, expectations and values. Additionally, each generation brings its own set of stereotypes 

and myths. In today’s age-diverse workplace, one management style does not work for all. 

 

In general, Gen X employees brings challenges as well as new ideas into the labor market.         

Generation X employees want (and demand) benefits (such as stock option plans, health care      
insurance, etc.) and time off (paid vacation, sick days, personal leave days). They tend to be less 

motivated by promises of overtime pay and more motivated by personal satisfaction with their jobs. 
The number one benefit for Generation X employees is development and training. They want to 

grow in their jobs and learn new skills. 

Unlike their parents and grandparents, Generation X employees do not anticipate staying with one 

job or company throughout their entire career. They have seen their parents laid off. Many of them 
have grown up in divorced family situations. They expect to change jobs as they seek employment 

that offers them both better benefits and more opportunity for professional growth as well as     
personal fulfillment. 

Gen X employees want, and expect, their employers to hear what they have to say. They have an 
interest in understanding the “big picture” for the company and how this influences their employ-

ment and growth. They are less likely to accept a “because I said so” attitude from a supervisor. 

What are some of the things that an employer/manager can do to motivate these employees for 
maximum productivity? Five general areas come to mind. 

Take time to be personal. Thank an employee for doing a good job (in person, in writing, or both). 
Listen to what employees have to say, both in a one-on-one situation and in a group meeting. 

Encourage employee growth. Provide feedback on the employee’s performance. Be specific;     
mention a particular situation or activity. Make sure the employee understands company            

expectations. Involve the employee in the decision-making process whenever possible. Let the     
employee know what happened to the idea or suggestion he or she submitted. Give an employee 

room to do the job without unnecessary restrictions. Pay for employees to attend workshops and 
seminars; offer on-site classes where employees can learn new skills or improve upon old ones. 

Most jobs contain a certain amount of routine, day-to-day work; offer employees a chance to work 
on something in which they have a special interest, something that will challenge them.  

Reward and promote people. Recognize an employee who has done an outstanding job by giving 

an unexpected reward, such as a day off or a free dinner for the employee and his family at a nice 
restaurant. Do not penalize an employee who is doing such a great job in the present situation that 

you do not want him or her to move to a new position. The employee who deserves a promotion and 
does not get it will very likely start to look elsewhere for the opportunity to move upward. 

Help employees understand how the business operates. Employees need to experience a sense 
of ownership. Encourage this by providing them with information about new products, advertising 

campaigns, strategies for competing, etc. Let each employee see how he or she fits into the plan. 
Help employees see how meeting their goals contribute to meeting the organization’s goals. 

Build morale. Have an open work environment; encourage initiative and welcome new ideas. Don’t 

be afraid to spend a few dollars for such things as free coffee for employees, M&M’s or ordering a 

meal for employees who have to work overtime. Take time to speak with an employee’s spouse or 

family when you meet them and let them know you appreciate the employee. Remember,           

Generation X employees look for more than just fair pay: they need and want personal acknowledg-

ment and job satisfaction. 

Generation Traditionalists Baby Boomers Gen X Millennials 

 Birth Years  1922-1945  1946-1964  1965-1980  1981-2000 

How to Manage the Generation X 



Economic Performance 

E C O N O M I C  I N D I C A T O R S  -  L A T E S T  A V A I L A B L E   

E X C H A N G E  R A T E S   -  3 0
T H

 D E C E M B E R  2 0 1 6  

Category 
July 2015 

(Rs.  Mn. ) 

July 2016 

(Rs. Mn.) 

Change Absolute 

(Rs. Mn. )  

   Change % 

 

Exports 124,613   129,589   4,976 4.0% 

Imports 205,058   208,339  3,281 1.6% 

Deficit in Trade A/C 80,446   -78,750  1,696 (2.1 %) 

  

Economic Activity 

2nd Quarter - 2016(a) 

(Rs. Mn. ) Growth rates (%) 
Contribution to  

Growth (%) 

2015 2016 2015/14 2016/15 2015 2016 

Agriculture 170,294 160,790 10.4 -5.6 11.8 -17.5 

Industry 509,644 520,827 3.9 2.2 14.3 20.5 

Services 1,233,116 1,293,078 6.9 4.9 59.0 110.2 

Taxes less subsidies on 

product 
162,751 155,544 14.0 -4.4 14.8 -13.2 

GDP 2,075,805 2,130,240 7.0 2.6 100.0 100.0 

Daily Exchange Rates 

Currency Buying Rate (Rs.) Selling  Rate (Rs.) 

Dollar (USA) 147.84 151.66 

Pound (UK)  181.02 187.28 

Euro (EU) 154.93 160.92 

Franc (Switzerland) 144.12 149.92 

Dollar (Canada) 109.05 113.41 

Dollar (Australia) 106.07 110.92 

Dollar (Singapore) 101.95 105.74 

Yen (Japan) 1.2651 1.3135 
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Educational Programs/Seminars/Exhibitions             

   

 CONSTRUCT EXHIBITION 2017 

is Sri Lanka’s No. 1 Construction Exhibition. It is the largest and the most   popular Construction Industry 

related exhibition in Sri Lanka. It brings together the entire value chain of the building & construction indus-

try under one roof; it is organized by the National Construction Association of Sri Lanka (NCASL) for the 

17th consecutive year. Venue: August 25, 2017 at BMICH, Colombo. 

 

 INDIAN GARMENT N FABRIC EXPO  

is a 3 day event being held from 7th January to 9th January 2017 at the Sri Lanka Exhibition & Convention 

Centre in Colombo, Sri Lanka. This event showcases products like Fabrics, kids wear, ladies wear and gents 

wear and fabrics & textile products, much more etc. in the Apparel & Clothing, Textile, Fabrics & Yarns   

industries.  
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 KUWAIT HEALTH EXHIBITION & CONFERENCE -  

  Kuwait's premier  health  care & pharmaceutical event 06-08 March 2017 Kuwait International Fair, Kuwait          

 City. 

 

 THIRTY  FIRST  INTERNATIONAL  EDUCATION  FAIR -  

  will be held on 18 & 19 February 2017  at    Moscow - Saint Petersburg 

 

  Master Training on MS Excel Advanced Data Analysis 

The Ceylon National Chamber of Industries - CNCI, has scheduled one day training programme on “MS Excel Advanced Data    

Analysis” to be  conducted on 25th January 2017 from 8.30 am to 4.30 pm at SLIDA. (Distance Learning Centre, Malalasekara 

Mawatha, Colombo 07) 

This is very important for those who are in the fields of Accounts, Finance, Logistics, Procurement, Inventory Control, Administra-

tion and others interested in MS Excel.  

The training will be conducted by Mr. Chesmi  Kumbalatara – Tutor  at ITRC, Faculty of Management Studies and                         

Commerce ,University of Sri Jayewardenepura and Currently he is working in Shared Knowledge Solutions, Asia Pacific as a Data 

Analytics Consultant. He has vast experience to his credit in training employees of both public and private sectors. Training on        

advanced functions and rich operating procedures of MS Excel certainly gives rise to reduce time and cost, maintain accuracy,      

provide valuable management information for decision making and, in short, manage all process operations more efficiently and   

productively in all lines.  

Registration Fee 

For Members  Rs. 7,500/= 

For Non-Members Rs. 8,000/= 

The registration Fee includes lunch, refreshment, admission fee and training aids. 

“WE SUGGEST YOU TO MAKE USE OF THIS GREAT OPPORTUNITY AND GET YOUR WORK EASE” 

Contact : Hasanka 0112339200 


